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State changing in collisions of Rb(ns) Rydberg atoms with HF
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Rate constants for state changing in collisions of Rb(ns) Rydberg atoms (40&n &48) with HF
molecules have been measured and have been calculated using a semiclassical approach. Agree-

ment between the total rate constants measured experimentally and derived theoretically is very

good. The results point to the near-resonant nature of n-changing collisions, but indicate that the

rate constants for such reactions are less dependent on energy imbalance than suggested by calcu-
lations based on the impulse approximation.

Recent investigations have shown that collisions be-
tween atoms in Rydberg states and polar molecules can
lead to ionization and to changes in the quantum states
of the excited atoms ' In the present work we have
investigated the state-changing reactions

Rb(ns)+HF( j)~Rb(n', l')+HF(J),
Rb(ns)+HF(J =1)~Rb(n", I") +HF( J=0), (2)

Rb(ns)+HF( j=0)~Rb(n"', I'")+HF(J =1), (3)

for Rb(ns) atoms with values of principal number n in
the range from 40 to 48. Absolute rate constants for
these reactions, and for total depopulation of the parent
ns states, are reported together with the results of
theoretical calculations undertaken using a semiclassical
model in which the atom and molecule are represented
quantum mechanically, but their relative motion is de-
scribed classically. The agreement between theory and
experiment is very good. The data again point to the
near-resonant nature of n-changing collisions, i.e., reac-
tions (2) and (3), which involve an interchange of molec-
ular rotational energy and energy of electronic excita-
tion. The rate constants for such reactions are expected
to depend on the energy imbalance AE, i e., the
difference between the rotational energy gained (lost) by
the polar molecule and the electronic energy lost
(gained) by the excited atom. The present experimental
and theoretical results indicate, however, that the reac-
tion rates are less critically dependent on the energy im-
balance than suggested by quantum-mechanical
impulse-approximation calculations. '

The present apparatus and experimental technique
have been described in detail elsewhere. Briefly, rubidi-
um atoms contained in a thermal-energy beam are excit-
ed to a selected ns state by two-photon excitation using a
Coherent Radiation model 699-21 frequency-stabilized
single-mode Rh6G- ring dye laser. The laser output is
modulated by a fast Pockels cell to provide light pulses
of 1 psec duration at a repetition frequency of —10—20
kHz. Excitation occurs, in zero electric field and (typi-

cally) in the presence of target gas, near the center of an
interaction region defined by two planar, parallel fine-
mesh grids. Following excitation, collisions are allowed
to occur for a selected time interval t, typically -4—16
@sec, whereupon the excited-state distribution of the
atoms present in the interaction region is determined by
selective field ionization (SFI).' ' In SFI a pulsed elec-
tric field, which rises from zero to —1400 Vcm ' in 1

psec, is applied in the interaction region. The electrons
liberated by ionization are accelerated to a particle mul-
tiplier whose output is fed to a time-to-digital converter
(TDC). The TDC is started at the beginning of the ion-
izing ramp and is stopped by the first subsequent output
pulse from the multiplier. The output from the TDC is
fed to an LSI 11/23 minicomputer that operates as a
multichannel analyzer. For the present signal count
rates, typically —100 Hz, the data stored in the comput-
er give the probability of a field ionization event per unit
time during the ionizing ramp. Measurement of the time
dependence of the ionizing field strength then permits
the field dependence of the ionization signal to be deter-
mined. Because Rydberg atoms in different quantum
states ionize at different field strengths, analysis of the
resultant SFI profiles permits discrimination of the prod-
ucts of reactions (1)—(3) from each other and from
remaining parent ns atoms.

A given SFI feature can only be correlated with a par-
ticular initial zero-field Rydberg state if the nature of the
path to ionization is known. Earlier investigations have
shown that, in an increasing electric field, Rydberg
atoms typically follow either predominantly adiabatic or
predominantly diabatic paths to ionization and that, for
a particular initial value of n, these paths lead to ioniza-
tion at substantially different electric field strengths.
The probability of diabatic ionization increases both
with n and

~
mt ~. For the values of n of interest here,

Rb(nl) states having mt
~

&2 tend to follow adiabatic
paths to ionization whereas those with mt

~

&2 tend to
field ionize diabatically.

A typical SFI profile obtained in the absence of target
gas 16 @sec after excitation of Rb(42s) atoms is shown in
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Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(a) shows the SFI profile bt d,
e same time delay, following excitation in the presence

of target gas. Several new SFI features resulting from
ionization of states populated b 11' '

and these are m
y co isions are evident,

an these are more clearly apparent in Fig. 1(c) which
shows the difference be between the gas-in and gas-out SFI
profiles. As an aid'd to interpreting the various SFI

indicate th
features, a series of bars are shown beneath th d

the range of field strengths over which states
populated through reactions (1)—(3) are

e arge central peaks in both Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)
result predominantly from adiabatic ion' t' f'oniza ion o atoms
in e parent 42s state. The other small fin e . er sma eatures evident

ig. & ~ arise from ionization of states
g ac body-radiation-induced transitions. The

features P2 result from adiabati d d'

o atoms in states with n —59 that are prod dpro uce via re-
The P2 features are well resolved indicatin

that reaction (2) musmust be near resonant and result in the
eso ve in icating

production of only a limited ran e of finalnge o na n states. The

the ro
re a ive sizes of the P2 peaks suggest that tha e majority of

i.e., states of high
~

~m I. T
ionize ia' aticalle pro uct atoms is in states that

'
d bb y,

he relative sizes of the two
P2 features are consistent with th ta expected for ioniza-

tion of aatoms having a near statistical dis
values. The featur

ica istri ution of l
es. e eature P& results predominantly from dia-

batic ionization of states in the n =39 mani
o e arge quantum defect associated with

&ns) states, is the manifold f h' h-l
closest in energy of the parent 42s level po ulated
through reaction (1). Adi b - mIia atically ionizing low-

I
mI I

products of reaction (1) are obscured b th 1

associated with ionization of
e y e arge feature

parent s atoms. P3 re-
su ts from diabatic ionization of states with n -31 pro-
duced through reaction (3). The small sh

ucts of this re
e ig - e side of P& may be associated with d-

is reaction that ionize adiabaticall b h
wi pro-

data a ain sug suggest that the majority of the collision
products is in high-l states.

Rate
de 0

ate constants for reactions (1)—(3) and for total
epopulation of the parent state d d fe, are erived from mea-

surements of the time dependen f h
the a ro riate

ence o t e populations in
t e appropriate SFI features, which are corrected for
background signals due to bl kb d - dac o y-ra iation-induced
effects. Rate constants k for t t 1 ll'o a co isional depopula-
tion are determined from the time development of the ns

tiall ex
'

ns y erg atoms are ini-
ia y excited, then at any later time t the number

remaining is given by

I I I I i I

TARGET GAS PRESENT

N (t) =N(0) exp
eff

+pkd t (4)
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FIG. 1. (a) SFI profile obtained with HF
in the interaction region. (b) SFI~ ~

wi target gas present
profile obtained in the ab-

sence of target gas. (c) SFI si nal~ c signal due to ionization of states
populated through collisions. The hs. e orizontal bars beneath the

g o electric field strength over whicha a in icate the ran es of
adiabatic and diabatic ionization of states opop g

4

determ'
where ~,z is the effective lifetime of the parent t t,e parent state,

target as, and
etermined by measurements of N(t) in th

ensi y. p is
easured by an ionization gauge calibrated against a ca-

the pressure range from 5&10 to 4&10
p . indicated by the ion gauge was directlressure in

to /10 torr, the

tional to th
was irect y propor-

o the absolute pressure as recorded b the ca aci-
er. is thus reasonable to assume that

the same ion-gauge sensitivity applies at the 1

torr employed in the present collision
studies. Values of N(t) are typically obtained at four
separate times t an, and kd is determined from a fit of E
(4) to the data.

o q.

To obtain ratrate constants for reaction (1) the collision

R'
products are treated as a ra reservoir of population say

't). A small cororrection is apphed in determining R (t)
to account for the fact that the f t P
rom t

' ' '
uc s o reaction (1).rom t e diabatically ionizing prod t f

n eriving this correction, it is assumed that th
h

I values. I n
g e reservoir have a statistical di t bis ri ution of

ues. gnonng multiple collisions the tim d
f h

equation
e reservoir population is described b hi e yt crate

dR (t) =p 1&N ( t ) —R ( t ) /7 R,A. ,

where k is the rrate constant for reaction (1) and r is
the effective lifetime of the t

an 'Tg, eff is

~ ~

e atoms comprising the reser-
voir. The integral form of E (5) fiq. is tted to the ob-
served time development of t ep n o t e reservoir population,

ere y obtaining the rate constant k. A similar a-
proach is adopted to obtain thain e rate constants for reac-
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Rb(ns)+HF(J )2)~Rb++e +HF(J —1) (6)

tions (2) and (3). However, whereas all the target mole-
cules can contribute to collisional depopulation and to
reaction (1), only those with J =1 and 0 participate in
reactions (2) and (3), respectively. The density p appear-
ing in Eq. (5) must therefore be modified to refiect that,
at 300 K, only —10% of the target atoms are in the
J =0 rotational state and only —24% are in the J =1
state.

Measured rate constants for total collisional depopula-
tion and for reaction (1) are presented in Fig. 2. Data
for n changing, i.e., reactions (2) and (3), are shown in
Fig. 3. These data can be used to derive rate constants
for collisional ionization via the reaction
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FIG. 2. Rate constants for total collisional depopulation
and reaction (1). Experimental results: J, total depopulation;
I(, reaction (1). Theory-reaction (1):,semiclassical calcula-
tions; El, impulse approximation.

by assuming that collisional depopulation of parent
atoms results only from reactions (1)—(3) and (6). The
rate constants determined in this manner for reaction (6)
are -6&10 cm sec ' and are essentially independent
of n over the present range.

Rate constants for state-changing collisions calculated
using the impulse approximation ' ' and the present
semiclassical" theory are also contained in Figs. 2 and 3.
In the semiclassical theory the relative motion of the
heavy particles, i.e., the atomic-core ion and center of
mass of the molecule, is treated classically. Because ear-
lier classical studies' demonstrate that all the processes
of interest here are dominated by Rydberg electron-
molecule interactions and hence by large impact parame-
ters, this motion is taken to be rectilinear. Since it is
reasonable to expect that a large number of nearly de-
generate Rydberg states will be strongly mixed by the
field of the polar molecule during the collision, a close-
coupling expansion is employed. For each impact pa-
rameter describing the heavy-particle motion the time-
dependent wave function describing the internal (Ryd-

PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMBER n

FIG. 3. Rate constants for (a) reaction (2) and (b) reaction
(3). Experimental results: I& . Theory: o, semiclassical calcu-
lations; (3, impulse approximation.

berg electron plus molecular rotation) motion is expand-
ed in the form

qI(r, g, t ) =X a;(t)p; (r)X; (g;r), (7)

where P; (r) is a Rydberg atomic orbital (AO) in terms
of electron coordinates r, and X; (g;r) is an eigenfunc-
tion, in terms of rotational coordinates g, of the "per-
turbed rotating molecule" (PRM) Hamiltonian, i.e., the
Harniltonian for the rotating molecule perturbed by the
field of the electron. The Rydberg atomic orbitals are
approximated by a Slater-type orbital (STO) adjusted by
the quantum defect of the state. Although the STO is a
good approximation to the hydrogenic radial function
only in the regions of the outer radial maximum, it is
suitable in this application since all processes studied
here are dominated by large impact parameters and cor-
respondingly large electron-core distances. In the usual
manner, the wave function q(ri, g, t) is substituted into
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation giving rise to
coupled first-order diA'erential equations for the
coefficients a;(t). These equations are solved for a large
number of impact parameters, subject to initial condi-
tions, and squares of the probability amplitudes a;( oo )

times the impact parameter are integrated over the im-
pact parameter to obtain cross sections. Convergence of
the expansion in Eq. (7) is of course an important con-
cern. It was normally found adequate to include seven
PRM functions and a sufficient number of AO's to
represent 15 values of n and a selected set of I, m~ sub-
states. For example, the calculations we report for ini-
tial state 42s(and J =0 or 1) were performed using the
following basis set: n =41, 42, 43 (1 =0, mi ——0, and
1 &1 & 5 with mI =0, +1), n =40 (1 =1 with mt ——0, +1,
and 1 &1 & 5 with mI ——0), n =44 (1 = 1,2 with mt ——0,
+1, and 3 &1 &5 with mI ——0), and similar groupings of
final states in near resonance with those expected follow-
ing AJ =+1 transitions in the target molecules, i.e., fol-
lowing reactions (2) and (3). The decisions to ignore
various I, mI substates were based in part on trial and er-
ror sampling of their contributions to the total cross sec-
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tions. Test calculations also were carried out using a
much larger electronic basis set. As the basis set was ex-
panded to include larger values of 1 and mI, we observed
some tendency toward populating states of larger I and
mt (and thus toward better agreement with the experi-
mental observations which suggest that collisions
predominantly populate high-I states). However, al-
though the final I, mI distribution changed in character,
the total cross sections summed over all final I and mI
changed by less than 15% when the larger basis set was
used. In all cases, the important states (PRM + AO)
were found to be those in near resonance (b,E-O) with
the initial state. The cross sections summed over all
final l and mI presented here are considered to be within
25%%uo of being fully converged. As evident from Figs. 2
and 3, rate constants derived using this theory are in
good agreement with the experimental data. Theoretical
cross sections for population of specific final l, m& states
are not reported because these results are less well con-
verged. The calculations suggest that in a given J-
changing collision, a redistribution among final l and m&

states may occur over a range of atom-molecule separa-
tions that extends far beyond the region where the AJ
interaction is most probable. We are continuing to in-
vestigate the dynamical processes that influence the final
l and m~ distributions.

The measured rate constants for rotational excitation
[reaction (3)] are substantially smaller than those for ro-
tational deexcitation [reaction (2)] and have a much
greater variation with n. This results, in part, because
the manifolds of excited states available for population
by reaction (3) are well separated in energy. The magni-
tudes of the energy imbalances AE associated with tran-
sitions from the different initial parent states to the
lower-n manifold that represents the best energy match
can therefore assume a sizeable range of values, extend-
ing from -0.06 to —3.5 cm '. The measured rate con-
stants for reaction (3) are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function
of AE. Also included are rate constants obtained using
the quantum-mechanical impulse approximation as de-
scribed by Petitjean and Gounand. As expected, both
theory and experiment indicate that the rate constants
for reaction (3) decrease as b,E increases, i.e., as the col-
lision becomes less energy resonant. The observed AE
dependence is somewhat greater than that suggested by
the semiclassical theory but is very much less than that
predicted on the basis of the impulse approximation.
This is not altogether surprising given the large dipole
moment of HF ( —1.92 Debye) because the strong long-
range electron-molecule interaction tends to remove the
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FIG. 4. Rate constants for reaction (3) as a function of the
magnitude of the energy imbalance AF. . Experimental results:
$. Theory: o, semiclassical calculation; @, impulse approxi-
mation.

energy degeneracy. This observation is consistent with
the findings of Petitjean et a/. in their study of Rydberg
atom collisions with NH3. It is interesting to note that a
number of the energy imbalances associated with reac-
tion (3) are very small, and are comparable to those asso-
ciated with reaction (2) ( 5 0.4 cm ' ). Even in these
cases the measured rate constants for reaction (3) are
substantially less than those for reaction (2); the physical
reasons for this difference are likely to involve both the
densities of final electronic states and the "geometric"
properties of both the initial and final electronic states.

The present work again demonstrates the enhance-
ment of n-changing collisions by near energy resonance,
and shows that collisions of Rydberg atoms with even
strongly polar molecules can be described using a semi-
classical theoretical approach.
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